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THE IffiSICAL BASES OF SEED SEPARATION

Entrotuct tqt

Modern seed separators and graders are the results

of constant and continuous improvement during many

yea?s, and have for some purposes reached practical

perfection. In certain cases however, the separation

by existing machinee, of seeds from chaff, of seeds from

weed seeds, or of the more viable from the lose viable

can be made eIther not at all or only at prohibitive

cost.

The existing machines provide means for tearing

or crushing the husks or pods so as to free the seeds,

and then of separating theni from chaff by the use of air

blasts or screens, This type of machinery, when pro

vided with uitable means for sensitive adjustments,

will satisfactorily separate two kinds of seeds that are

large and that differ considerably in densIty. It is

not, bowever adequate to the task of separating mixtures

of very small seeds having equal or nearly equal

densities and surface areas.

It wee decIded, therefore, to take several such

mixtures, study their physical differences and attack

the problem of their separation by applying physical

principles.



The first step is to list the characteristic physi*

cal properties in which seeds differ:

1. Mass,

2. Az'ea

3. Density.

4. Shape

5. Ability to become electrically charged.

6. Color, opacity and other effects of light.

7. Resilience. (Bounce).

8. Ability to roll.

9. Friction (with and without beards)

Al]. of these with the possible exception of' color

offer suggestions for practical means of separation,

1! Problei

Four different mixtures of seeds were selected,

the separation of which though of economic importance,

is not possible by means of existing coimnercial machines.

These mz

1. Separation of oats from wild oats

2. Separation of clover from buckhorn

3. Separation of rush from chart

4. Separation of bentgrass from ergot

in addition, the closely related problem of grading

seeds such as wheat, grass seeds, garden seeds, etc. was

attempted, and a design was perfected for a flax thresher



that 1l1 not injure the fibre.

With the exception of the separation of rush from

chaff, the seeds to be separated have almost equal saes

arid areas.

Since ecreeniug has ben very thoroughly developed,

so as to make it applicable to the separation of practiu

cally all kinds of seeds, it was almost entirely excluded

from the present study.

Ezperimenta. Attack

An examination of the different seeds lields the

differences indicated in Table 1.

Table I

Mass.(.acb) 1nitke obarac" Proposed
milhigramp t.rtstig method

Oats Friction Air and carpet
drapers

!ld Oats

Clover 1.83 Shape, Mass Centrifugal
Friction, force and air.

Rxekhorn 1.41 Resilience Baffle plate
andr,

Rush 0.029 Mass, Roll, Air end screens
Area0 Spiral. Air

Chaff Denaity and Inclined
pise,

Bentgraas 0.314 ElectrIc Electrostatic
charge

Ergot

Wheat 53,0 Mass, Area Screens

Wheat (smaU) Variable
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These characteristics were obtained 98 follows:

Relative mae a by we igiing.

Relative area, by low power microscopic examination,

Relative density, by throwing from rotating tube.

Relative charge, by measuring effective distance raised

againat gravity.

A study of this table indicates that all of the

separations cannot be made by means of a single device,

Each separation was therefore attacced as * special

problem, and several different machines were designed.

The Spiral Separator (Fig. 1)

The spiral separator comsiats of a cylinder or

"body" of galvanized sheet iron surrounded by one or

more spirals of aizitable form. Each spiral is con

structed from rings of metal whose internal diameter

is larger than the diameter of the body by an amount

sufficient to give the desired pitch. This construction

also determines the slope of the flange with respect to

the horisontal. Xf it is necessary to change the slope,

a new machine must be constructed with a different body

diameter.

This device can be applied to the separation of

round seeds from those having stable equilibrium. One

type of spiral separator, designed for separating peas

from oste and barley, has been patented, but is not at



oil snit*d for separating seeds of the eisa of rush.

In the coiercial machines, the slope is too great

for very small seeds such as rush or clover. £ machine,

however, designed to separate cartain seeds will usually

serve for other similar seeds.

Rush seed is a very small lemon ahapd seed weighing

on the average 0.029 milligrams. Fig's. 2 and 5 show

thee seeds and, an ordinary dressmaker's pin to indicate

comparative sizes, These seeds are usually separated

from chaff by the us. of screens and air, but due to

their small size, the necessary fine mesh clogs easily.

The consequent excessive labor expense ma2oe the method

impractical.

To determine the proper slope from the horizontal,

a preliminary experiment is necessary, Allow seeds to

move down an inclined plane, the slope of which is ad

Justable. The proper slope is that at which th.e stable

seeds (or chaff) move with uni?orni velocity. This slope

is of course great enough to give an acceleration to the

round seeds,

The forces acting on the seeds are Pg, the forc of

gravity, and Fe, the centrifugal force, (Fig. 4)

By aasiimftzg a body diameter, the distance, r, from

the seed to the center of the body can be determined.

Th. velocity, Vt, of the round seeds is that which was



determined experimentally. Pc is givn by the ordinary

expression for centritugal force: P my2 The slop.

should be such that B', (PIg. 4), 1 considerably greater

than the reaultat R, which Is perpendicular to OB.

It Is Obvious that by increasing the body diameter a

sufficient amount, any doe tred flange slope can be Obi.

taitied with a pitch slops .qwl to that of some smaller

body diameter. Such a change, however1 does not serve

the purpose bcseo increasing the body diarnete necsai

tatee increasing the pitch slope In order to Increase

the downward speed. This Is ea3ily seen from the formula

Pg * m If r be increased and v held constant, (so as
r

to keep the sane pitch and heIght), hecoea arialler,

Since the resultant of and Fe is the separating fzrce,

It Is obvious that if r is increased, the pitch must also

be Increased.

Experiments indicated that for rush, the dimensions

should be as follows;

Body tube * 8 inch diameter and 8 toot height.

Pitch of flange: 29 inches.

Width of flange: 12 inches.

Slope of flanges 10 from the horizontal,

Although three flanges are shown in FIg. 1, only

one flane is necessary for rush separation, Th. device

illustrated was designed for separating buckhorn from



clover.

This design can be adapted to separate rush from

chaff, peas from oats, etc. and also to seed grading.

This type of machine can be used not only to separate

rush from chaff, but also to jz'ade rush. (Bee Fig. 8

for comparison of three rush seeds.) fly a slight change

in design, its efficiency for separating seeds can be

greatlr tncrsaaed. The change consists in replacing

the cylindrical body of the spiral separator by the

trustru of an inverted cone, and making the flange a

spiral of from G to 12 inches in width.

The angle of the flange of the spiral separator is

determined from the resultant of the force of gravity

and the oentrift'gal force, just as in the cylindrical

body machine,

If the resultant of the force of gravity and the

centrifugal force, (Pig. 4) is perpendicular to the

flange, the seeds will roll to the bottom of the nachine.

If the resultant oxtende slightly outward from the per"

pendicular, the seeds will eventually roll off.

Then if the velocity be determined for the given

Seeds and a specified pitch, the radius of the body and

the flange slope can be made such that certain seeds

will roll oft, whereas certain others, that travel aomeu

at more slowly, will remain on the flange. It may be



my2
seen from Pig. 4 that ten 0 a a *

mg rg

Therefore Or * tan'. ! \ This gives a flang angle such
rg'

that the seeds would roll down the flange. if the slope

angle be made slightly less than e, the aeede will roll

off the flange.

The advantage is obvious when the forces acting on

each seed are considered, The force that throws the

sods off the flange is the resultant of the force of

gravity and the con triL'ugal force. The force of gravity

is of course constant, and with a gIven slope, the ac'.

celeration of a given kind of seed is also constant. As

the velocity of the seeds increases, the radius of the

arc (from the center of the conical body) through which

they travel decreases. The velocity change 10 usually

slight, but the radius change can be made as desired.

By a suitable design, the centrifugal force can be in'.

creased until the seeds are thrown oft the flange. This

is at once evident from a consideration of the formula

if v be increased and r decreased, Fe increases
r

rapidly. Of course Fe f or the chaff or uneven seeds in'.

creases also, but the rate of increase Is much Less than

that of the fully developed seeds because the ooetficiont

of friction is greater. This characteristic gives the

fruatrum spiral machine a decided advantage over the



eyitnth'ieal bodr separator. The disadvantage is that it

Is more difficult to construct.

Pig. 5 sho*s the design of' a machine that servos as a

rush rsder as well. as a aepax'ator of rush fran chaff.

Tests ndioated that the saie principle can be

w)p11sd to the searat ion 0 C lover from huckhorn, but

no detinit design was made for this particular oase,

The Air and Inclined. Piano ¶epax*ator (Fig. 6)

Althoj4 the spiral ivo the tot nearip onaplete

separation of rush of any retod tried, it Is : ot ae

fast as sane of the others,

A faster separator is shown in Fig, 6, but it ro*

quirea several sensItIve itnonts. T].o seeds are

allowed, to roll down a sl,ht Incline tch I ret into

vibration h- the use of a O cycle vibrator. As shown

in FIC. 6 to plate slopes about 15 degrees toward the

roar and. about 10 degrees towrd, the right, A lirht

trianvorse ar current Is forced over the seeds froi the

tube at the ht towari, th left. T!uis carries t1

chaff to t!o left arid ailo,e the seeds to rll to the

right hand. a.de of the mach5.ne. (iie large pipe leading

to the hottoi of the niachine is not neoosoarj for riwh,)

iall quantities of rush can be separated very

eftectivel' by the use of a smooth board 12" x 24", A

groove about s/s" x 1/4" deep facilitates the operation,



for when the z'ah roll3 into the grooves the board osn

be tiltei back before the cbaf ontern.

The CentrIfugal Porce and Air Separator (Iig. 9)

Pig, 7 shows a curve of R I plotted against the

I

dies force upon i grarn mass at a dIstance of 6 oenti-

meters from the axis. From the coinnou foz'imla for

oeti\zgal to'ee, Fc 4n2n2rrn, Fe kn2 , a parabola.

At 5000 B ? the curve shows t1a the outrd force

'ld be i'7O times as great a the force of vaiiity.

At this poed the outwo.rd force on a clover eod wiuld

be 1370 x , or 5,,O rare. 3'or ekhovt the outward

force would be 1570 x , or 2.55 graxas. Thi means

that there is a difference of 3.00 2.35, or 0.25 gram

force per seed.

how assume that the outward force be opposed by an

air blast. A buckhorn seed baa three fourths of the mans

of the clover, has greater surface area and is not so

nearly spherical. Since the mass is less, the air will

have less &omentuni to overcome in stopping buckhorn than

in stopping the clover.

At the same time, tnere will be a greater air force

acting on the buckborn becais of its greater surface

area end its uneven shape, This obviously means that

thsx is considerably greater outward force than inward

force on the clover and at the same time a greater inward
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force than outwax'd force on the buckhoan. There fore

they rmst separate. Suppose the air is set to give a

force of 2.58 grams force on the buckhor'n, Even though

the seeds wore of equal area and smoothness, this would

not affect the clover so greatly and therefore would not

retard it as much as the bockhorn. It may be seen from

the curve, Pig. 7, that the clover has the same outward

force exerted at 4270 B P M as the buekhorn at 5000 B P M.

With irrnreased R P Y this difference becomes greater.

Experiaents with the centrifugal machins showed a

definite separatIon of clover from buokhorn at 3000 H P M.

Fig. S is a diagram of the internal construction of

this machine, arid Pig 9 Is a picture provided the lower

pan be removed.

The seeds enter tube A (Pig. 8) which is stationary.

(The experiment was first tried with this tube as well as

tube B rotating but the seeds clung to the aides and

clogged.) ?ube B rotates on shaft 1). Six pipes C were

threaded into B. A. the pipes rotate, the eds are

thrown outward, E Is a ring of pipe provided with a slot

at the smallest diameter of the ring. Righ pressure air

(100 pounds per square inch) enters E at two dismatri"

cally opposite points (not shown In Fig.. 8) sM leaves

by way of the slot, This stream of air is directed

against the seeds leaving tubes C, thus causing the



specifically lighter ones to be deposited nearer the

axis of rotation than those more dense. Two details

require mention; the slot E is slightly above tube C;

E is provided with flanges as shown in Fig. 8a to more

precisely direct th. air stream so as to oppose the

actual path of the aeeds. The air is actually forced

downward in a spiral. The spout P is necessarily circu"

mr and is fixed to case 0. It was kept closed during

the runs in order to force all the air toward the center.

It was found necessary to leave the inner spase entirely

open and place the collecting pan about six inches below

in order to avoid a back pressure of air in tubes C.

It is obvious that this machine should work better

the greater th. difference in density of the seeds. It

did not function as a grader of wheat, probably because

wheat grains of different sizes have practically identi-

093. densities, In this case even though there is a

greater outward force on the large kernels, the large

and the small kernels are slowed up equally because the

inward force varies directly as the area.

Machines using screens and air, or machines of

baffle plate construction give better results for grading

wheat,



The Battle Pl*ts Separator. (Fig. 10 and Pig, 11).

Fig. 10 shows, a baffle plate separator which was

designed for flax and functions perfectly. It also

gives a definite separation of clover and buckhorn, but

is not as good for this purpose as the centrifugal force

machined. Although there are several patented baffle

plate separators, there are, to my knowledge, none like

these shown in Figla. 10 and U, The air, which is

forced into the tube near the bottom, (Pig. 10), passes

upward producing eddy currents under each plate, This

Insures thorough agitation of any material introduced

through the spout on the upper right band side. The

lighter material is blown out through the eernt"cireular

spout at the top. It may seem at first glance that air

will be forced out at the side spout1 but this is pre

vented by the high velocity of the air past a baffle

inside the tube. Some air is actually drawn in at this

spout1 the amount varying direotl as the ratio of the

air vloctty in the upper part of the tube to that at

the inner end of the feed spout.

This device works well In separating any seeds

having a fair difference In densities, The proper angles

of the battle plates and also the location of the spout

at the lower left, were obtained by experimenting with

flax. Flax was used because it was d*airable to design



a cheap simple flax thresher that will not injure the

fibre in the process. It the bagri. plates end the upper

spout were made adjustable, this would be * good sconomio

cal machine for many different pairs of seeds.

For use as a flax thrasher a simple accessory

machine is necessary as shown in Pig. 12. ?wo belts

are provided to serve as a feeder, The flax is to be

placed crosswise between the belts with the beads project

ing beyond the belt so that the reel slats will strike

them and knock out the seeds without injury to the fibre.

The seeds and chaff may be fed directly Into the baffle

plate separator.

Pig. ii shows a baffle plate machine which operates

well in cleaning chaff trm the heavier grains and which,

it somewhat modified, gives promise of being a successful

grader for wheat. With this machine the fuU effect of

the air can be utilized, since if the spouts A and B are

air tight, (aM opened just for discharging) no air

enters, or loaves the machine.

With both spouts open however, some air is drawn

in at B and an equal amount leaves at A. Although only

two spouts were used, it migIt be advantageous to use

mor,



The Electrostatic Separator (PIg, 14, 14*).

Bentgress and ergot seeds are so nearly of the urns

size and shape that screens are useless0 Air and centri-

fugal force, likewise offer little hope of success be

cause the mats, area, shape and density of these seeds

are almost identical. (Table 1) A test, howevez' of

these agents was made by Miss Cole, seed analyst of

Oregon State College by means of the standard glass tube

used for cleaning small quantities of seeds. Thø tube

1.. 5/4 inch in dtsneter arid is closed at the bottom by

a cloth or other fine sieve. Air Is forced through the

cloth and the seeds resting upon it. By a suitable ad

Juatmerit of the air, specifically lihter tiatertal can

be blown out, leaving the more dense seeds in the glass.

Practically no separation was obtained,

Evidently a method must be employed to separate

these seeds that differs radically from any of those

discussed thus far. Accordingly an electrical method

was trledj fortunately it gave provise of ultimate

success ribt from the start. in the preliminary expert.

ment, two vertical metal plates, PIg. 13, parallel to

each other and from four to six inches apt were op'.

positely cbargd by a static machine, The seeds were

allowed to roll down a short inclIned plane so as to tall

between the two vertical plates. The Inclined plate was



charged with the seme sign as cn of the iertieai plates.

The different seeds received different charges, and while

tailing were attracted nd repelled with different

forces, and consequently tell on different parts of a

papr placed beneath the vertical plates. The separation

was not complete, but became nearly so after the sample

had been peesd down the incline three times.

This swgested increasing the height of fall, but

when this was tried, it ie found that sorts of each kind

of seed struck one ox' other of the vertical plates, b

came charged with the sign of that plate, and hopped over

towarda the other plate to become mixed with the other

kind of seed. Thi. indicated that better separation

would probably be obtained by turning the charged plates

into a horizontal position

One design is shown in PIg. 14, The plates A and B

are charged as indicated and the seeds are fed down the

chute C. Plate A is bent into the are of a circle and

is provided with a flange as shown in the end view of

Pig. 14, If a sufficient potential difference is applied

between the plates both kinds of seeds will leave plate B

and rise due to t1:e static forces acting on them. By

adjusting the distance between the plates or by adjusting

the potential difference, the forces acting on the seeds

can be made large enough so that the bentgrass all
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reach,a plate A rnt email enough so that the ergot

bareir touches A *SEeit is nearest B, flue to the bent

edge of A, the electrostatic field is unnmetrtcai;

hones seeds having the same polarity as B will move

toward this bent edge. Both kinds of seeds when near the

region of minimum distance between A and B will therefore

have a force acting on them in the direction of the bent

edge. The seeds will travel a ig zag path as indicated

in Pig. 14. flue to the increasing dietanos between the

plates as the bent edEe is aproached, a condition will

be reaobed such that the ergot will not be attracted

suftioieitly to reach A whereas the bentrass will still

do so, Consequently the bentgrass eventually reaches A

and drops down into a suItably placed container, The

ergot remains on p'ate B, from which it can be removed

au necessary. A projected form of th:ts maehne that is

ontinuons In its act5.nn is shown in Pig. 14a. The lower

plate B is replaced by a conducting belt that travels

around suItable pulleys.

The feeding of the seade into plate B presented a

rather diffIcult problan. It was Impossible to feed the

soda evenly by hand. An electrostatic feed was succeeu'

fully deaiod. and built,

The seeds pass down the chute C and ar. attracted

to plate A which is charged. As they strike plate A they



become charged with the same polarity and are therefor

repelled, being ted 11niforll7 onto plate B.

In trthg to improve th macMne, it wee neceeear

to biow whether or not there in en opt iarnm voltage. Th

relative charge per unit mass wan determined experi.

nontally. The seeds were placed upon a motel plate

above which was another similar plate, the Ustsnoe be'

tween the plates beini adjtstable, A voltage was applied /

to the plates an the distance botween them decreased

radua1ir Lrntil the seeds were raised to te upper plate

against the force of i'ity, These distarces were de-

tervdned for several different voltages.

Table shows the results of thass tests, olurnna

2 and 3 are plotted in Fig. 15. Those Curves so.

ftnitelr that the bentgx'ass is affected at a con

siderabl greater distance than is the ergot, and that

the c1itterence between these distances tncoases with

increase n voltage. Colurm 4, i,ing the ratio of

coli*ma 2 to coluim 3, is a rnessuz'e of the relative charge

per unit mass. This is shown graph1.eallr in Pig. 3.6,

There i evidently an optiimwi Yoltse somewhere between

20,000 end 24,000 volts,
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0 0 0

4000 t

8000 1.5 1.1 1.485 .4

1*000 2,2 1.5 1.815 .9 .8

18000 2.9 1.7 1.705 1.0

*0000 3.4 1,9 1.720 1.5 .3

24000 3,9 24 1.855 1.8 .5

*8000 4.3 2.5 1.070 2.0 .2

$2000
*_ _

4,5
- - --..

0.4 1.t?4

It- * I1

2.1 .1
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?he tests fr opt ¶w volte.e were repeite6 after

both eempise had i1 over t tu * case sa44* a

pen of eer. The b.,ttrass :re?ti$ ,ther bat eo,e

Of tt* eiOOtTtt eap*c1t OI' sbe*d ettmb o1.sture to

r*ke to apratsbi; rrester. o 4itlntte nhanpe

tn s* w's 1ndeated }'ower, by w.1rnt 1000 seeds.

The plate dtstctnee aae only ci ttiy reptee than that

for ergot *!e'eae the art r'er&rw$ *boit the sa.

to hdoat t*t the le.trostatft thed

ray be *ppienble only to dry sMs. Th *etnnliy ue!nt

the *no)tne .sodi ftftulty vu exper onoed on riol,. at days.

2 at 12,000 volts shove 2.2 eent2iet,rs for

bentr-e, Vnitu,n 3 sFows trtt r e.t to

&j,, (2.1 cnt1t*tera, rsqntres 2,V0fl vin, !?hIs

Mtcatea tt tt !i a nry s1zpie atter to upiret

the o'ot ror bertr. s by ittn abott 20 volts at

esi than .5 cent*etrs ta dtatanfe this

:.$ "yen tied by eniert, ?ovver1 ksapitg ¶he separated

$ not so ntrii1s, o' v!er a evred cud Mti the zpar

plate, tt M!tely loses Its oarre and reesives a

charge o ipacite poar!ty. ¶this polar4ty 1ieknc' the

swe as t*t of the wper plate, It oaees repion, and

the seed bedtstl.y falls to te lover plate and there.

fore thto the srot.

Th* Is a defInite vtini halt t the .n*r



'*qutre6 to ep.r*c t1' nte!"te. In 'rstet the f!ist

x*rmgsits redo w1t! t vro *n1 boesuee ti'ts

mi not eoTnted, ?i ;c)1tC ii4 t * held ct

the V(?IttC bCEt1 O thi C&)1O eQrrent

oqtie to e'go the eea. The ctlt wets ov'tw

co b ljtn& tho stetto mtcthe with ltur en

dertsera. Ir x*rex'et tntlltton, thie tftett1t

ittlti b&i '1r *8 nit&-lo tn*fl'Y1r,1'e e,4

tbee *,*i4

Omriitto teats Thcite nt only tr'i e etzt.

es wt ijwo thf ceels, b*t tt the rt',re

wt*ble bta eeee r epi4 r both the .rtjot

iw1 the lose *bl bortts. "g. 1?

f e8s aIirgsi bt not sepatd. 1(3

.thss * ncron betwein 'tii ee'4ted b the

oetrtittc ae the. ese teta t te
iethu f 8e**ten mho4d be n li&le t L'iprove*

¶n the q8lt; of !?n vnrt.t.
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Several varieties of seeds, vtch had not been

prsted sueeesatillt, wore stutte4 with regard to

their gsiosl dttfsxcs. Ph steal priflciples were

ottgt that isht eetinuish between these diteiorcss

and this serve as a bas1s ror buUdth separators axd

graders. Sco.sst.l !scinee utilizing thosa principles

were eonstrictad, among taT. being tba spiral seçar*tor

the vtbrstin pl*ie and air eep*ratz'0 t1e brrl. plate

and ar separator ard te separator.

The *ccoipli nte of those ratthines wore as

follows *

1. Eithar to spiral separator, c*' the inclined

vibrating plane separator can be applied * 000astuul7

to the separation of riah frtm chaff, flush can be thor.

oughl7 gradd by ties of a spiral separator of proper

2. The baffle plate and air separator. and the

certrtfigaI forc and air separator are apl1eable to

the separatin of an kins of seeds t!at differ in

densities, nl: sli1t differences are nec,a5a27.

Clover can be se rte< fro,n btoitorn b; el thor rachthe,

3. The electrostatic separator can be successfully

applIed to the sepration of needs having eqtaI. de'attea

provtded t1s ratio of crgs to rase is not tIe sne for
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the two kr4e or seeds. 1ts sci tn opiwatss wli oz

b.ntlrssa and ergot.

eets on spoit1n of bextress thHcata thfit the

sods are not tn3red bi e1.etr1fteattnj n

pre1trtna Iat1t.o ap rmt1 ndioat, tat the Thee

tsb1e seeds are inc 4ed w! th te erjot autosttcaii

on pssMn; U'e rxtrd throgb t:O ei4Ctr1ti*ttC

psrstr.



PIg. 1.

The Spiral Separator.



Pig. 2.

Rush and. Chaff.

Magnification 20.



Pig. 3.

±ush and Bentgrass.

Showing the difference in size of the

sane variety.



FiG 4.



Fi. 5.

The 5pIrI 5epararor.

rige ar?g/e

(ro,7 /'ar/2opf4J



Fig. 6.

The Incline Plane and Air Separator.
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Pig. 9.

The Centrifugal Force separator.



Fi.lO.

The Baffle Plate and Air Separator.



F-/7.1/.

The BaJJ/e P/ate at? d i?ir gep QrQ For.



Side view

Fi9. /2.

LiLa
Reel

Er?d view

Proposed 117ac1?iulery for thre.sh/1'?q I/ax.

To L'ei.ised wi/h the ba/fie plaJe epara/or.
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Fig. 145.

5rrQr/jerP7ef7/ ojp/Qfes

for pre/ic2-lit?Qrf e/ecit-c.stzf,'c

5epera 1-101?.



Pig. 13 a.

got and Bentgrass,

Manif1cation 20.
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Fig. 17. The seeds planted in rows marked 1 were uncharged;
the seeds in rows marked 2 were charged but not separated. The
+ and - signs indicated the polarity of the charge on the seeds.
No difference in growth is indicated, thus showing that the
seeds are not damaged by electrification.



Fig. 18.
Seeds planted on the right hand side were separated from

ergot. Growth 92% of the seeds planted.
Seeds planted on the left hand side were left with the ergot.

Growth 61% of the seeds planted.




